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The Werner-Mosetter Foundation has the charitable
mission of supporting relief projects at home and
abroad for persons who rely on other people’s help
because of their physical, mental or emotional
condition or because of their financial situation.
The non-profit mission is particularly realized by promoting science and research in
the fields of medicine and nutrition science.
For our support for charitable activities and promotion of science and research,
national and vocational education including student assistance, we are recognized as
an organization serving tax-privileged purposes under a preliminary certificate of the
Tax Office of Munich (Legal Entities Dept.), Germany, tax no. 143/235/91041 dated
13/12/2010, effective from 13/12/2010.
It is hereby confirmed that any donations are only used for supporting charitable
purposes as well as for the promotion of science and research, national and
vocational education including student assistance.
Constance, Germany, 16/05/2011
signed: Reiner Mosetter
(Foundation Director)

Legal note:
Who, by intent or gross negligence, issues a false donation receipt or who causes donations to be used for purposes other than
those tax-privileged purposes that are specified in the donation receipt, shall be liable for the tax loss of the treasury caused by
any deduction of the donation on the part of the donor (§ 10b para. 4 EStG [German Income Tax Act], § 9 para. 3 KStG
[Corporate Tax Act], § 9 No. 5 GewStG [Trade Tax Act]).
This confirmation is not accepted as a basis for tax deduction of the donation if the notice of exemption dates back more than 5
years or the preliminary certificate dates back more than 3 years since the confirmation was issued (Federal Ministry of Finance,
15/12/1994 – BStBl I p. 884).
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